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President’s Report
Trish Paton
The fundamental challenge as President of an active, engaged board – and huge thanks to
everyone on the board – is that when it comes time to do annual reporting, you often feel like
you haven’t very much to report.
That’s certainly true this past year. While we have collectively undertaken a number of
activities, and I think provided outstanding service to our members in Alberta and the
Northwest Territories, I don’t want to take away from the work of our directors. So, a few
highlights but no spoilers.
CES Alberta & NWT has accomplished an impressive amount in 2015-2016. It has been a tough
year economically in the province, but membership has stayed strong and our members
continue to participate in learning initiatives, both the Essential Skills Series and other less
formal opportunities. Advocacy work across the province (and the country) has built on our
2014-15 projects and is focused on building evaluation capacity locally and nationally. Our
national board has worked extremely hard to lay a strong foundation for supporting online
evaluation education that continues the high quality expected of CES. Finally, we continue to
have a strong financial position for the organization.
There are a few special projects we hope to accomplish in the next year, in addition to our
regular programming. We have identified our bylaws need review and revision; they were last
updated in 2009. Some policy development and organization also needs to be considered.
However, our really big project – and part of the reason we recruited extra hands to the Board
this year – is the CES National Conference. CES Alberta & NWT will be hosting the conference in
2018, and we are excited for the opportunity. We last hosted in 2011, so there are many new
ideas and possibilities to be explored. While we are in the very early stages, I’m pleased to close
this report by introducing the three members who will serve as conference co-chairs for 2018:
Debbie DeLancey, Deputy Minister of Health and Social Services, Government of Northwest
Territories
Tara Hanson, Executive Director Business & Partnership Strategies, Alberta Centre for Child,
Family and Community Research
Trish Paton, Manager Organizational Performance, College and Association of Registered
Nurses of Alberta
There will be lots more coming about the conference, many opportunities for members to
contribute, and it will be a big part of our work over the next couple of years.
Stay tuned, and thank you all.
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Advocacy Report
Bethan Kingsley, Director
It has been an exciting year as the new Director of Advocacy on the CES Board for the
Alberta/Northwest Territories chapter! My role on the board coincides nicely with my work as
one of the leads on the Evaluation Capacity Network (ECN). The ECN itself aims to coordinate a
collective evaluation capacity building effort in Canada by supporting a system of evaluation
connections across the public and private sector.
In parallel with my recent tenure on the CES Board,
the ECN has been in a developmental phase to create
a strategy for evaluation capacity building in Canada.
To ensure the strategy has broad relevance, we have
used a number of methods to engage stakeholders
across government, funding agencies, community, the
private sector, and universities. These methods
included the development and distribution of an
evaluation capacity building survey (with over 400
respondents), four consultations (with stakeholder
representation from 122 organizations), facilitated presentations and workshops (including at
the CES 2016 Conference), and informal ‘friend-raising’. Through this process we have learned
there is a fairly consistent demand for accessible and quality evaluation expertise and capacity
building resources. In particular, there was a strong desire for mentorship and coaching to help
people apply evaluation theory to their practice.
To build on this foundation, we have also turned to the recently released Global Evaluation
Agenda (EvalAgenda2020). The Agenda invites members of the global evaluation community to
identify the “pieces of the apple it will chew off” to improve evaluation quality and usefulness.
In response to this invitation, the Evaluation Capacity Network proposes the need for a
collective movement to build evaluation capacity in Canada. As such, we have drawn on and
adapted various elements of the EvalAgenda2020 to strengthen an enabling environment for
evaluation and build organizational and individual evaluation capacities.
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As a significant contributor to evaluation capacity building in Canada, the Canadian Evaluation
Society will play a key role in the Evaluation Capacity Network’s strategy. Building strong
connections between CES and other organizations in the evaluation community, and with the
social sector more generally, will be essential for supporting evidence-informed practices,
programs, and policies for the public good. I look forward to another year of connecting to see
what we can collectively achieve to build evaluation capacity in Canada!
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Professional Development Report
Jasper Buys, Director (Calgary)
Scott Christian, Director (Edmonton)
Evelyn Valge, Director (Calgary)
What happened in the past year?

Evaluation Café Alberta – informal networking & knowledge sharing. Since our last AGM
we’ve planned 6 events:
o
Edmonton – Evaluation Project Ethics – Don Flaming presented on ARECCI (Sept)
o
Calgary – Brainstorming Credentialed Evaluator (CE) Needs and Issues (Nov)
o
Virtual – Communities of Practice (Dec)
o
Calgary – CE 2016 Peer Support Planning (Dec launch)
o
Edmonton – Let’s Talk Learning Circles (March)
*Learning Circles Update*
o
Calgary – Highlighting non-profit evaluation work (April/May)
o
Edmonton – Summer Picnic– cancelled due to severe storm


Essential Skills Series
o
Ran 4 offerings since our last AGM
o
One in For McMurray, two in Edmonton (one dedicated for GOA)
o
Upcoming ESS Oct/Nov in Calgary, winter session to run in Edmonton

What we learned?

Through discussions with non-profit community in Calgary it became apparent that
increasing demands in the non-profit sector to measure and demonstrate impact, in a
resource constrained environment, means more opportunities for free, low-cost, online
courses are needed to support this community of practitioners and evaluation users.

CES needs to be better at promoting professional development opportunities that are
available to our membership.

Supporting the development and practice of Learning Circles will be a critical
component to meet the learning needs of the community. By leveraging peer-learning
opportunities we can supplement formal learning events.
What’s to come?

Working alongside the Professional Learning Committee (CES National) to make
intermediate level courses available to our membership through the CES E-Institute, in
addition to an online version of the Essential Skills Series course.

Supporting learning circles – at least 4 exist – let us know how we can help!

We will continue to support evaluators looking to apply for their CE designation.

Scott is stepping down as PD Coordinator – thanks for the opportunity – capable hands
moving forward.
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National Council Report
Kate Woodman, Director
I’m pleased to represent the AB/Northwest Territories chapter to the National Council for the
3rd year, serving on the Executive as the Chair of Professional Learning Committee (PLC).
Once again, the Board of Directors has been very productive over the past year, having
achieved a number of milestones:


Harry Cummings, PhD is the new CES president, taking on the two year position July 1,
2016 from Benoit Gauthier (who is now Past President)

Professional Learning Committee:
 This was a year of transition for the PLC and the board as we moved forward with the
initiation of an online learning option for CES members and stakeholders. In alignment
with the CES mission, Strategic Priority #2 (advance the professionalization of
evaluation) and congruent with the principles of the Credentialed Evaluator designation,
CES National has entered into a new business era with the development of a Learning
Management System (LMS). The purpose of this new educational direction is to extend
the reach and provision of professional learning in evaluation. The initiative is called the
CES E-Institute and will be available to CES members and non-members (at different
price points).
 We currently working on the development of the following intermediate courses:
Evaluation Theories and Models, Evaluability Assessment, Data Quality
Assurance, Interpreting and Using Quantitative Results. We hope to pilot these
courses over the next few months
 In addition, an online ESS course is under development and will also be piloted
before the end of the year.
 We hope to launch these courses before the end of 2016
 We hosted 13 webinars in the 2015 – 2016 fiscal year and plan to host another vibrant
year of webinar learning for CES members
 The CES Mentoring Initiative was launched and is now offered as a bilingual service for
members
General:
 Completed an independent evaluation of the Credentialed Evaluator program and
developed key action points to move forward with recommendations;
 Canadian Journal of Program Evaluation continues to provide high quality articles and
practice notes
 Published 4 texts in the December 2015 issue of Canadian Government Executive
Magazine with more forthcoming
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New developments with the Government of Canada’s Treasury Board policy includes a
clear focus on evaluation training and the CE designation
Continue to have a vibrant international presence through participation in the
International Organization for Cooperation in Evaluation (IOCE) and EvalPartners
We have completed a strategic plan (2015 – 2018) that informs all the work of this very
active board
We have completed a thorough review and update of the CES policy suite
We will soon launch our first survey of members and I encourage you all to make sure
you participate to ensure we understand what you need and your aspirations for this
important professional society.
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Secretary/Treasurer’s Report
Judith Krajnak
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